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Submission to 2025 Taskfoce 

Following a discussion with Don Brash after his presentation to the CIMA breakfast briefing, please 

find following my submission - ideas that could help New Zealand lead global productivity levels. 

I have over 23 years experience coaching and developing people managers - including over 5000 

hours specialising in behaviour modification. I am a management and business consultant and 

currently Managing Director of Starf Ltd (http://www.starf.net). 

I propose that New Zealand can overtake Australian productivity by addressing the systemic 

structure of business in New Zealand along with other initiatives to simplify compliance etc., 

although my submission relates to structural support initiatives.  

Bold, innovative and an ambulance at the top of the cliff approach must be taken by New Zealand to 

achieve this.  

The New Zealand workforce must learn how to be flexible and to adapt and change as quickly as 

possible to take a lead and then maintain the lead against other countries. Otherwise you are likely 

to have misalignment in business pushing against productivity goals. 

Senge says that contemporary society focuses predominantly on events, less so in patterns of 
behaviour, and very rarely on systemic structure. It is important that leaders reverse this trend and 
focus the organisation’s attention on systemic structure. This is because event explanations — who 
did what to whom — doom their holders to a reactive stance toward change; pattern-of-behaviour 
explanations are limited to identifying long-term trends and assessing their implications — they 
suggest how, over time, we can respond to shifting conditions (adaptive learning); structural 
explanations are the most powerful — only they address the underlying causes of behaviour at a 
level such that patterns of behaviour can be changed (generative learning). This is important – unless 
you are intending to sack the entire NZ workforce and start over. 
 
People must feel partnered with New Zealand to be inspired to lift their productivity levels and they 
must be partnered with their employer to contribute effectively to lift productivity. 
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There’s a gap that needs to be narrowed between business and the workforce and this could be 

done by the Government implementing structural support systems in business to affect the systemic 

structure of business in New Zealand.  This means managers actually learning how to manage and 

knowing how to do this with a reduction in the transactional cost economics involved in managing 

people. 

This can be likened to the Total Quality Management & Just In Time concepts adopted by the 

manufacturing industries in the 80’s and 90’s. E.g.: Then there was a general acceptance of a 40% 

scrap or rework rate on finished goods. TQM and JIT took this to a 60% to 90% quality rate in a space 

of say 2-3 years, and by making the same effort again then moved this figure up to 94%, and again to 

95% and so on.  

 

For demonstration sake, assume that the average NZ organisation currently only taps a maximum of 

40% of the potential of their human resource. Employing a structural support system and making it 

available to NZ businesses will show dramatic improvements, short-term measurable results can 

take this figure to 60%. New Zealand business effectiveness of human resource management will 

move up to 80% after three to four years. 

To overtake and lead in global work productivity, New Zealand businesses should be educated about 

structural support to enable alignment within organisations. The resultant effect would be: 

1. A higher level of management competence  

2. Increase in the intellectual capital of New Zealand 

3. Decision support capability for immigration 

4. Valid data for pro-active educational curriculum development to ensure relevant 

pedagogies are employed to improve the quality of school leavers/University graduates 

entering the workforce 

5. Improvement in citizenship morale  

6. Pro-active strategies with the unemployed 

7. Global leadership in best practice people management 

8. Better productivity levels  

9. A more flexible workforce capable of continued change 

Structural support helps people implement change, engage their people and get them aligned. It 

means improving the capability of the New Zealand workforce. It means creating good leaders. It 

means a pro-active stance toward change by getting the foundations right, because just like building 

a house, if the foundations aren’t right, everything can fall over or apart. 
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